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SGA swears in new officials, discusses parking appeals
By Brad Curran

The Student Government
Association bid farewell
to the 2010-11 officers and
swore in the winners of t he
recent election April 18.
Among the newly inducted
members were 2010-11 vice
president Ty Slater, who
assumed the office of presi
dent, and incoming secre
tary Christine Kim.
The newly elected presi
dent appointed several offi
cers at the meeting, includ
ing outgoing senator Alicia
Fultz, assuming the office of
the vice president; outgoing
senator Giulianna Calvo,
who was appointed to the
office of treasurer; and in
coming president pro-tem
Robert Craig Vickery Jr.
Outgoing president Zerik
Samples was enthusiastic
the incoming officers will
be up to the challenge of
student government.
"You have to be a little
tenacious to take .office,"
Samples said. "When I was
president,, there were times
when it was scary, but there
were times where it was
very encouraging. I feel that
Ty is walking into a great

Photo by Andrea Cervone
Former Student Government Association President Zerik Samples swears in Ty Slater as the 2011-12 SGA
president April 18.

position, and I wish him the
best. The new people just
need to know their roles in
the SGA and act to their full
potential."
Slater was equally opti
mistic.
"I ran on three V's: vis
ibility, viability and victory,
and that's what I intend to

do throughout my time as be addressed effectively. I
president," he said. "We know that the office of the
have to take our leader presidency is not about me.
ship to the students and It's about Armstrong, and
let them know that we are I'm prepared to work with
here to represent them. We all of you to make this the
are going to try to bring best year that Armstrong
back the 24-hour computer 'has ever seen."
lab, extend library hours,
The meeting also touched
and parking also needs to on campus parking as a

major issue affecting stu
dents. Slater announced a
new policy regarding stu
dents' parking tickets. SGA
printed the policy in the
program:
"...therefore let it be re
solved effectively imme
diately, The Student Gov
ernment Association will
be honoring all rationally
thought-out parking ap
peals, until such time as
the University Police de
partment and Parking Ser
vices meets with the SGA of
AASU and includes student
input into parking rules and
regulations."
Attendees also heard en
couraging words from Di
rector of Student Activities
Al Harris.
"I've enjoyed working
with our outgoing senate
the past year," Harris said
during a speech to the new
SGA. "This has been the best
year for community service
on this campus - and L've
been here for 34 years.
"I guess I would say to
new senators that winning
an election doesn't make
you special. What you do in
the next year can make you
special."
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Crime Blotter
Police investigate
thefts in dorms
By Brad Curran

A resident in Windward
Commons notified campus
police she discovered her
birthstone missing from her
necklace kept in her room.
She subsequently learned
ari Aeropostale hooded
sweatshirt, an Aeropostale
T-shirt and two white tow
els also disappeared April
5. The birthstone's value
was undetermined, while
the sweatshirt was val
ued at $45, the T-shirt at
$15 and the towels at $10.
Guests had not visited the
room without her or her
roommate present," and she
and her roommate locked
their doors regularly when
leaving the residence.
Another resident in the
area reported a pair of
missing black-and-white
Nike shoes, valued at $60,
which she normally stored
under her bed. She too had
no guests present without
her or her roommate, and
she locked her residence
regularly.
A student informed police
on April 6 a black shirt with
a logo for the Marines was
missing from the Compass
Point laundry room. The
student left the shirt in the
washing machine the pre
vious evening and returned
at 2:30 a.m. to put it in the
dryer when he discovered it
missing.
Additionally, an incident
occurred April 10, when
Officer Logan Woods saw
a student in a green Buick
Regal letting a female out
on south Science Drive.
The student backed into a
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Students showcase personal achievement,
research at scholar symposium
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Student submission wins

Three undergraduate
students in the engineering
studies program, Ryley Jones,
Kaitlyn Haynes and Matthew
Carroll, received first place in
a student poster competition
at the American Society of
Engineering Education's
Southeastern Section
Conference. The project focused
on the construction of an
environmentally responsible
off-road bicycle:
The conference took place at
The Citadel in Charleston, S.C.,
from April 10-12.
Armstrong hosts
health career fair

Career Services hosts the
Health Professions Career fair
April 21 from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. in
the Savannah Ballroom in the
Student Union. More than 25
employers related to all fields
of health professions will be
present to speak with students
about full-time jobs, dinicals
and internships. Students
should attend in business attire
with copies of their resumes.
To view a full list of employers
attending, students can log
onto CareerWeb through the
Career Services website.

By Mike Choromanski
and Maggie Stone

For the past 17 years, Arm
strong student scholars have
seized die opportunity to
showcase their research with
students from other local
colleges. Students displayed
posters of their contributions
to their respective fields of re
search in the Student Union's
Savannah Ballroom for Arm
strong's 17th annual Student
Scholar Symposium April 15.
University President Linda
Bleicken was in attendance
for most of t he day's events.
She said she was pleased with
the execution of the sympo
sium and said she felt it was
important for Armstrong to
have such programs on cam
pus.
"Many times when I was
studying as an undergradu
ate, I would think 'Why in the
world am I doing this?"' she
said.
Bleicken said her under
graduate studies helped her
see the logical application of
student research.
"For undergraduates, ma
jors come alive with student
research," she said. "Not
every institution can boast
about their programs. It en
hances both teaching and
student success."
Assistant Professor of Bi
ology and chairmain of the
Student Scholar Symposium
Scott Mateer was in charge of
the events.
"It's a celebration of the
undergraduate research that
goes on at Armstrong," Ma
teer said. "A lot of excitement
has been created by the stu
dents today about giving pre
sentations."
Mateer said the sympo
sium has three main goals.
It is a venue that allows stu-

eck

Police collect
unwanted drugs

Photo by Mike Choromanski
Armstrong students received awards for their achievements in research at the reception of the Student
Scholar Symposium April 19.

dents to show the rest of the
world what they're doing_,
a good opportunity for stu
dents to present their work in
a professional setting, and a
celebration of undergraduate
research.
Students shared their aca
demic experiences with their
peers and parents through
posters and oral presenta
tions, The many projects
students shared illustrated
a vivid picture of th e under
graduate research happening
at Armstrong.
Senior and chemistry ma
jor Charlie Murray presented
his research on the science
of banana mutations when
exposed to the chemical "benzylaminopurine.

"We're testing to see if we
can produce desired muta
tions out of plants," Murray
said. "But we won't know for
sure until we grow them in
the field."
Murray said exposure to
benzylaninopurine can help
prevent banana cells from
undergoing apoptosis, a pro
cess in which cells are pro
grammed to die. Desired
mutations can result in a
slight loss in chlorophyll! or
even more fruit.
Mia Garbolski is a junior
studying psychology and
working with assistant pro
fessor of psychology Mirari
Elcoro to find drugs that treat
schizophrenia without im
pairing other functions.

The University Police
Department is accepting
unwanted, old prescription
medications as a part of the
U.S. Department of Justice
and Drug Enforcement
Administration's National Take
Back Initiative. Students can
drop off unwanted medications
in the collection box inside the
police department from April
25 to 30.
The DEA will destroy all
collected drugs. Drugs may
be in or out of containers.
The initiative will not collect
needles.
For more information,
call university police at
912-344-3333.

"We want to treat the
symptoms without having an
effect on anything else," Gar
bolski said.
Some research, such as
the kind done by sopho
more Kathleen McCormac,
can help lessen the impact
National organization
of pollution on the environ
inducts
professor
ment. McCormac is working
with associate professor of
The National Athletic Trainers'
chemistry Delana Nivens and
"association
will induct
doing her research on phoBryan
Riemann,
an associate
todegredation of brominated
professor
of
sports
medicine
organic pollutants.
in
the
Department
of Health
"We're testing to see how
Sciences,
into
the
organization
to make flame retardants less
in June. Riemann has authored
harmful to the environment,"
or
co-authored 28 refereed
McCormac said.
national
and international
In addition to the various
journal
research
papers and 107
rows of proud presenters,
research presentations since
SCH0LARS| PAGE 2 1997.
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April 22: The Department of Military Science holds ROTC Annual Awards Recognition
Ceremony in the Armstrong CenterSuite '24 at 2 p.m.
April 25: The Student Government Associationholds a meeting at noon in Savannah
Ballroom A in the Student Union.
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Sororities join together
for Greek Goddess

Campus

Where we ask
you what you think.

Reported by Andrea Cervone
Photo. I nkwell@gma it.com

Voices on Campus
"What are some things you do to help improve the
environment?"
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"I try to buy more green products if
it's not too expensive."
Kyra Marshall,
sports medicine,
graduate student

"While I'm brushing my teeth I
don't let the water run."

I choose to walk more instead of
driving, and I make a conscious
effort to buy more eco-friendly
products and organicfood."
Rachael Mitchell,
public health,
graduate student

"Instead of leaving all the lights on i
use a night light."
Stacey Coats,
nursing,
freshman

Ashley Dudley,
nursing,
freshman
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Photo by Thea Mullis

Members of Alpha Sigma Tau pose with Greek Goddess Alexandria Rackston of Epsilon Sigma Alpha in t he Memorial College Center Apr?il 1 5.

By Krystal Huertas

Alpha Sigma Tail hosted
its Greek Goddess competi
tion April 15 at 6:30 p.m. in
the Memorial College Cen
ter. Tickets to the compe
tition were $3 in advance
and $5 at the door. Alpha
Sigma Tau hosted the event
to raise money for Habitat
for Humanity.
The competition was an
event to award the title
Greek Goddess to one con
testant. The contestants for
Greek Goddess were Alex
andria Rackston of Epsilon
Sigma Alpha, Ebony Irvine
of Alpha Kappa Alpha,
Emilee Bloomer of Epsilon
Sigma Alpha, Ashley Coo
per of S igma Sigma Sigma,
Shanice King of Zeta Phi
Beta, Amber Brown of Al
pha Kappa Alpha and Chel
sea Hampton of Sigma Sig
ma Sigma.
The individual organiza
tions voted on their respec
tive selections.
"Our sisters voted on who
represented the sorority
the best," Cooper said.
The contestants were
judged on spirit-wear,
badge attire and formal
wear. The contestants had
the option to be judged on
talent, who was most pho
togenic and popularity.
The judges were graduate
student Candace Douglas
and Olive Page, designer,
stylist and expert judge.
The night started off
with Kappa Sigma member
Wesley Wells and Lindsey
Keen, president of Alpha
Sigma Tau, introducing the
contestants and giving a
brief layout of the upcom
ing phases of the competi
tion.
Some Alpha Sigma Tau
sisters started the competi
tion with entertainment by

SCHOLARS! FROM PAGE 1
some students gave oral pre
sentations to share the find
ings of their research. One
presentation on fitness de
tailed an experiment in which
subjects did push-ups to find
out which kinds of push-ups
were the most beneficial for
the body.
"This was great," Bleicken
said. "When I was watching
the subject, I thought, 'Oh my
God, I could not do push ups
like that.'"
Keynote speaker Ron Gar
ner took the mic at 2 p.m.
A microbiology professor
and chairman of t he Mercer
Medical School admission
committee, Garner said both
undergraduate and graduate
students should jump on ev
ery . opportunity to conduct

performing a dance and the members of Pi Kappa Al- come to Armstrong Atlanpha and Kappa Sigma. The tic State University?" judg
AST chant.
The first phase of the com escorts were Trey Purvis, es asked Hampton.
"I chose to come to Arm
petition was spirit-wear. Zach Stell, Mitchell Hud
The contestants sported son, Cody McCartney, Nick strong because of its edu
cation program and its
their specific sorority's Marson and Alex Merritt.
An intermission with history as well as other or
style, colors and letters in
all different fashions. King three performances fol ganizations," Hampton said
proudly wore her Zeta Phi lowed the presentation of promptly and confidently.
"I am proud to be Greek,
Beta jacket and showed formal wear. Among the
all her confidence in her performers was the band and I am Armstrong,"
sorority during the spirit FBGM, featuring Trevor Hampton said.
Among the top three con
Phillips, Wells and Camille
wear phase.
"The spirit-wear was Kadhum. They sang a cov testants, there was a tie be
unique, and we got to see er of "Knock you Down" tween Ashley Cooper and
the personalities of each by Keri Hilson with Phil Chelsea Hampton for sec
girl and how they represent lips on the guitar. Kadhum ond runner-up, giving the
each sorority," Emily Mur performed her own mix of title of Greek Goddess to
phy, president of Epsilon two popular hits by Taylor Rackston.
"It's so surreal being
Swift and Kelly« Clarkson.
Sigma Alpha, said.
crowned
Greek Goddess
Kadhum
then
showcased
The second phase of the
competition was to find the one of her own songs titled, • 2011," Rackston said. "It
hasn't hit me yet. I lived my
most talented all-around "Better than You."
Wrapping up the inter pageant dream."
Greek sister. Irvine per
Rackston
received
a
formed the Alpha Kappa mission, the brothers of Pi
Alpha chant along with her Kappa Alpha entered from crown, sash, roses and a
sorority sisters and danced behind the 'audience which cash prize along with the
for the audience and judg led to a step routine on the title of Greek Goddess.
"The competition was
es to "Pretty Girl Rock" by stage.
The judges announced good," sophomore Shaley
Keri Hilson.
Brown recited the mono the most photogenic, most Elias said. "It was really
logue "Tamara's Opus" by loved and most talented • en tertaining. It showed a
Greeks along with the top good effort on AST's part. It
Joshua Bennett.
"I really enjoyed the tal three contestants in the was more professional than
ent competition," sopho Greek Goddess competi I thought it would be."
Kim Knight, fundraising
more member of Alpha Sig tion.
ma Tau Andrea Cook said. . Bloomer took home the chairwoman of Alpha Sig
"I liked seeing how people most photogenic and most ma Tau, directed the event
carry themselves and what loved titles and Brown's with the help other sisters.
"It was very success
monologue won her most
they can do."
Badge attire was the talented in the competi ful and went really well,"
Knight said. "I'm proud to
next phase in the com tion.
"I had a lot of fun meeting be hosting an event that
petition. The contestants
were dressed profession everyone from the other or brings all the Greeks to
ally and recited in a speech ganizations," Bloomer said. gether."
"This was a great start
what their badges meant to "Our sorority was trying to
prove that we were Greek for our first annual Greek
them.
Goddess competition with
"The speeches were re also."
Rackston, Cooper and many more to come," said
ally interesting," said Erica
Roberts, freshman member Hampton were the top Keri Hall, freshman mem
ber of Alpha Sigma Tau.
three contestants.
of E psilon Sigma Alpha.
Alpha Sigma Tau plans to
Each contestant in the
For the final phase of t he
host
a Greek God competi
top
three
was
asked
a
ques
competition, the contes
tion
in
November. ,
tion
that
would
give
the
tants awed the audience
judges
a
chance
to
see
how
and judges in formal wear
donated for the event by quickly they could think
Cache. Each contestant and respond.
"Why did you choose to
was escorted by fraternity
research.
"When the opportuni
ties are there, you have to
find them, apply and follow
through," he said.
Garner went on to de
scribed the research process
and what qualities good sci
entists should have. He said
students going into research
should have good communi
cation skills, be team players,
be organized, and be natu
rally curious, saying a real
scientist approaches life with
the scientific method.
Garner also stressed the
importance of makin g a con
tribution to the scientific
world.
"We live in an age of ac
countability," he said. "When
you put your name on some
thing, you should be proud of

it."
After the address, Mateer
announced the winners of
this year's symposium.
In the College of Liberal
Arts, Sharon Hunter won
Best Graduate Oral Presen
tation, Dwanye Crispell won
Best Undergraduate Pre
senter, and Laura Waller and
Larysaha Jones tied for Best
Graduate Poster.
In the College of Health
Professions, Cynthia Cassidy won Best Graduate Pre
senter, Daniel Dale won Best
Graduate Poster, Joseph
Catlett won Best Undergrad
uate Presenter, and Courtney
Philpot won Best Undergrad
uate Poster.
In the College of Science
and Technology, Stephanie
Balser won Best Undergrad-

uate Presenter, and Ryley
Jones won Best Undergradu
ate Poster.
, Graduate student in the
Department of History Hunt
er was happy about winning
and said she had never re
ceived anything like this.
"It's the first time I've go t
something like this.," Hunter
sard. "It will make a good ad
dition to my [curriculum vitae]."
After the awards ceremony,
students, staff and parents
stuck around to enjoy light
snacks and chat during the
reception. Senior Stacie Driggers said the day was a learn
ing environment for a lot of
students:
"I learned even more about
my own research and how
other students are involved."

Now Hiring (hourly positions)

THE INKWELL

2011 -12 Academic Year

Sports Editor
Do you dig sports?
Interested in a career in sports journalism?
Well, you have the chance to manage the coverage of conference
and national champion sports teams.
You'll assign reporters to cover sports, health and wellness stories,
and cover student athletes at the top of their game.
Time management and leadership skills are necessities;
previous journalism experience is a plus.
2011-12 Academic Year

Copy Editor
Have excellent attention to detail?
Do you catch mistakes others miss?
Here's your chance to get paid for it.
You'll ensure accuracy ip a weekly student newspaper
. accredited by the Associated Collegiate Press and have
the opportunity to cover stories and write op-ed pieces.
If you're hoping for a career in publishing, thisfis your first step.
Time management and leadership skills are necessities;
previous journalism or technical editing experience is a plus.
2011 -12 Academic Year

Web Editor

Are you a tech buff?
Know your away around the computer?
You can be responsible for The Inkwell's award-winning website.
You'll update content, manage layout, and take the helm
ofThe Inkwell's online presence.
Time management and leadership skills are necessities;
previous journalism or Web editing experience is a plus.

How to apply for editor-level positions:
Fill out the Student Leadership Application available outside
the Student Activities office in MCC room 201. Be sure to select
"section editor"and return the application to Student Activities.
You can also find the application on the university website
under "Leadership Opportunities" on the Student Life homepage.
For more info, e-maillchief.inkwell@gmaii mm
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The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words, and they must be
signed. E-mail your submission to chief.inkwell@gmail.com.

EDITORIALS
& OPINIONS

Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper.
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling.

The gulf one year later: Still waiting for love
By David Yarnold
(MCT)

A year after the Gulf
oil disaster, Sue Galliano
doesn't want our pity. She
just wants us to act like
grown-ups. Especially Con
gress, which still hasn't
allocated a dime to restor
ing the Southeast's natu
ral storm buffers. Those
wetland barriers protect
places, but they also cradle
a uniquely American way of
life that has mixed gumbo
and oil for generations.
WhackedbyKatrina, ham
mered by Gustav and near
ly drowned by Ike, Louisi
ana's Grand Isle is the spit
of sand and wetlands that
President Obama used as a
backdrop for his Gulf pho
to ops last year. With the
country in a budget-cutting
mood, there's somewhere
between $5 billion and $20
billion in found money that
can be used to restore the
gulf found because BP owes
America for what it broke.
Sue is head of the Grand
Isle Community Develop
ment Team, and she had a
simple message for us last
week. We were 50 miles
away from the gates of hell
yve ca me to know as Deepwater Horizon. Rebuild the
gulfs natural barriers, she
told Women In Conserva
tion, a group of New Yorkbased. Her message: This
isn't rocket science. It's
about water and mud and
rocks and concrete.
Media from around the
planet have reached out to
Audubon's scientists be-

What happened to the leaked oil
Residual Evaporated
26% or dissolved
(Includes oil
on or just
below the
surface)

Naturally
dispersed

25%

16%
Directly
recovered
from wellhead

Other*

. 16%

Total
released
as of
Aug. 2, 2010
(estimated)

4.9 million
barrels**

'Chemically dispersed, burned and skimmed

"One barrel
equals
42 gallons
(159 liters)

Gulf of Mexico

V

Cumulative extent of spill
NOTE: Observations of surface oil from April 2 2 to Aug. 21, 2010,
based on analysis of satellite images
Source: Reuters
Graphic: Chicago Tribune

cause the gulf is the Grand
Central Station for birds.
More than 200 species that
migrate to and from Central
and South America rely on
its beaches, marshes and
forests to fatten up before
and after their epic flights.
Hummingbirds weighing
one-eighth of an ounce

£ 2011 MCT

drop out of the sky after
non-stop trips across the
Gulf of Mexico, hungry and
burning body fat and mus
cle. And millions of birds
including brown pelicans
breed in these rich coastal
lands.
Assessing the damage
from a year ago continues

to be challenging. Birds that
never want to be found still
haven't been. Thousands of
birds became shark food or
were eaten by other preda
tors. And somewhere near
7,000 pelicans, plovers,
terns and other birds were
found dead.
Just as we're seeing the

impacts of the Exxon Valdez
spill 20 years later, we don't
know yet what effect an oilinfested food chain will
have. But we do know that
tar balls are still washing
ashore on Grand Isle, and
that endangered birds are
eating the worms in the tar
balls. Well-meaning clean
up workers have trampled
sandy nesting grounds.
They've shaven the beach
es to remove oil — an d in
the process taken away the
miles-long lines of seaweed
and ocean-growing plants
that always wash ashore to
serve as food sources and
nesting sites.
Last week, Sens. Mary
Landrieu, D-La., and David
Vitter, R-La., introduced a
bill that would finally use
BP penalties — blood mon
ey, for sure — to rebuild
America's richest delta sys
tem and the entire coast
line of the Gulf of Mexico
damaged by the BP spill. I
encourage all the lawmak
ers from the region to come
together a craft a solution
that addresses this massive
disaster. Get together and
get it done. A quarter of
our energy supplies come
through these waterways
and their communities. So
does 40 percent of the sea
food from the continental
United States.
We can create a gulf coast
that rebuilds itself by work
ing with the .power of the
Mississippi River instead of
against it. The Army Corps
of Engineers broke this
river system in the name
of more efficient shipping.

Increasingly, a new genera
tion of Corps leaders knows
it can undo the damage and
make those water highways
even more useful.
And the human benefit
to the gulf region? It's the
restoration of a rich way of
life where food and family
seamlessly mix with pipe
lines and energy produc
tion. And that way of life
thrives when natural fresh
and saltwater wetlands cre
ate the homes for shrimp,
oysters, birds and fish.
This is the way of life in
the steamy Southeast that
we've heard in the melodies
of Cajuns and jazz masters
for generations.
A year later, we still
grieve for the 11 lives lost.
We know greed and reck
lessness caused the BP Ho
rizon blowout, and Janu
ary's Oil Spill Commission
report told us the drillers
have deep, systemic issues
to fix. 1
Sue Galliano, a life-long
resident of Grand Isle, is
a survivor. So are the oth
er 1,500 people who call
Grand Isle home. We owe
her an answer. We can use
BP penalties to restore the
gulf s way of life by rebuild
ing its wetlands and its
coastline.
There are seeds of hope
here. Not a wishing kind of
hope, but real potential for
change. So, what can you
do? Make a ruckus for Sue
Galliano, for the critters
that call the gulf home, for
a way of life that is a part of
America's soul.

Know something The Inkwell should cover? E-mail News.lnkwell@gmail.com and let us know.
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Women push for military combat jobs
The Inkwell Editorial Board

The longstanding policy
that keeps women from be
ing allowed to hold direct
combat positions in the mil
itary may be approaching its
end. For years, women have
worked for equal rights in
all career fields, and the
rule limiting military career
choices and promotion pos
sibilities is one of the re
maining challenges facing
women's rights advocates.
Of course, valid argu
ments exist in the matter
for either position. Some
traditionalists argue that
women shouldn't fight their
homemaking nature or ne
glect their roles in the fam
ily unit to risk their lives
in combat. Many feminists
argue that by restricting the
combatant military force to
men alone, the military may
be missing out on unique
intelligence and strategy
only women could offer.
But those are the ex
tremes. Somewhere in the
middle lie arguments that
are much harder to refute.

For instance, whether'
military-OK'd or not, fe
male soldiers have operated
in combat zones in Afghani
stan and Iraq for quite some
time. They've been put into
situations where they ex
changed fire with enemies
and have even died in com
bat. These women were, in
fact, combat soldiers, but
administrative officials do
not recognize them as such
due to policy.
A tough argument on the
other side of the fence is
that willfully putting wom
en into high-risk combat
situations could end badly,
not only for the soldiers in
volved, but also for national
security. What happens if
a woman is captured and
tortured for information?
Sure, she's just as capable
as remaining tight-lipped
as a man. But what hap
pens if a female soldier is
tortured in front of a male
soldier? Is he more likely to
spill some pretty important
beans in order to give into
a well-recognized psycho
logical and anthropological
tendency for a man to pro

tect a woman? It's certainly meet the same standards as
worth considering.
men in order to be part of
These much more com combat teams.
plex arguments are what
But these aren't the only
keep a seemingly black- physical differences be
and-white issue stuck in the tween men and women that
gray.
concern skeptics.
Another concern for men
Some argue that inviting
currently serving in the in women to join the pres
fantry is that women will ently forbidden portion of
not be physically capable the military could lead to an
of keeping up. Women are increase in sexual assault,
held to different physical corruption using sex and
fitness standards than men overall sexual distraction
in each branch of the mili in high-risk combat zones.
tary. They are not required It's argued that the stress
to have the same amount ful work environment could
of upper body strength — make relations more dif
as displayed in required ficult than in normal work
push-up count — or to run situations.
as fast. Understandably, the
Really, any way you look
ability to carry a wounded at it, this is an issue that's
comrade to safety or to run going to have some serious
quickly from unsafe situa pros and cons. The question
tions is very important in we should ask ourselves is
direct combat jobs.
whether it is worth it for
And it's not necessarily our country. After all, that's
that people doubt a woman what these women are
is capable of keeping up working so hard to defend.
with those standards, be If their presence causes
cause we've learned through problems, then maybe they
the years that some women shouldn't be there. If their
can. What's being ques presence saves lives, then
tioned is whether or not the maybe it's best. But we
military will require women won't know until we try.
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SPORTS

April 22: Baseball vs. Flagler 3 p.m.
April 23: Baseball vs. Flagler 1 p.m..
Baseball vs. Flagler 4 p.m.
April 26: Baseball vs. Erskine 3:30 p.m.

Lady Pirates claim eighth straight PBC tourney title
Sports Communications

Tennis Championships.
Armstrong took a quick
3-0 lead after doubles
The
top-ranked
and
play as Muller-Wehlau
seven-time defending PBC
and Krtickova defeated
tournament
champion
No.
10-ranked
Ivana
Armstrong women's tennis
Krommelova and Viktoriya
team opened up action in the
Semyrodenko, 8-2, at No. 1
2011 PBC Championships
doubles. Henry and Ronel
with a.5-0 win over eighthbested No. 18-ranked Marie
seeded Lander on April 15 at
Cercelletti and Katie White,
the Newman Tennis Center
8-4, at No. 2 doubles while
in Augusta.
Gardefjord and Filipovski
The Lady Pirates then
knocked off Jessica Budd
advanced to the semifinals
and Martina Dedaj, 8-1, at
to face No. 4 seeded Clayton
No. 3 doubles.
State. Lander saw its season
The Lady Pirates then
Sports Communications claimed a pair of straightcome to a close with a 14-9
The Armstrong women's tennis team poses with their 2011 PBC regular
record.
set singles wins to clinch the
Armstrong swept all three season trophy at the league's annual awards brunch.
match and the berth into
doubles matches to take a at No. 2 doubles. Jessica beat James, 6-1, 6-0, at No. the fihals.
No. 11-ranked
3-0 lead. No. 3-ranked Alida Gardefjord and Aleksandra 4 singles and No. 48-ranked Krtickova beatNo. 24-ranked
Muller-Wehlau and Barbora Filipovski completed the Henry downed Bradley, 6-1, White, 6-1, 6-0, at No. 2
Krtickova beat Melanise doubles sweep with an 8-2 6-0, at No. 5 singles.
singles and No. 40-ranked
Newbold and Aurelia Ruffat, win over Cayce Bradley and
The women's tennis team Szymczyk beat Charlotte
8-1, at No. 1 doubles, while Brandi Cordell, 8-2.
blanked
fourth-seeded Fabricius, 6-2, 6-0, at No. 6
No. 14-ranked Kathleen
In singles, the Lady Pirates Clayton State, 5-0, on singles.
Henry and Tina*- Ronel clinched the match with two April 16 to advance to the
The women's tennis team
defeated Eliza Adusumilli quick straight-set singles championship match of the claimed its eighth straight
and Nicola James, 8-3, wins. No. 20-ranked Ronel 2011 Peach Belt Conference. Peach
Belt
Conference

tournament title with a 5-1
win over eighth-ranked
Columbus State on April
17 at the Newman Tennis
Center.
The Lady Pirates (24-2)
have captured every PBC
tournament title since 2004
and Armstrong has won
17 of 20 women's tennis
tournament titles since
league tennis play began
in 1992. Columbus State
(16-5) fell to 0-5 all-time
in PBC women's tennis
championship matches.
Armstrong won two of
three doubles matches to
take a 2-1 lead after doubles.
The duo of Muller-Wehlau
and Krtickova downed No.
13-ranked Loraine Favoretto
and Madeline Johnson, 8-5,
at No. 1 doubles. The duo
of Henry and Ronel beat
Tracy Castillo and Olivera
Jokic, 8-4, at No. 2 doubles.
Columbus State's doubles
point came at No. 3 doubles
as Renata Paiva and Andrea

Redrado beat Filipovski and
Gardefjord, 8-3.

The Lady Pirates then
clinched the title with three
straight-set singles matches.
No. 14-ranked Filipovski
knocked off Johnson, 6-2,
6-1, at No.3 singles, while No.
46-ranked Henry beat Jokic,
6-2, 6-3, at No. 5 singles. No:
5-ranked
Muller-Wehlau
finished things off with a
6-2, 6-3 win over Castillo at
No. 1 singles.
Muller-Wehlau was named
the 2011 PBC Tournament
singles MVP, while MullerWehlau and Krtickova were
named the doubles MVPs.
With
the
league
tournament title, Armstrong
earns the PBC's automatic
bid into the 2011 NCAA
Division II Women's Tennis
Championships. Armstrong
begins its NCAA title defense
on May 1-3 as the Lady
Pirates will host one of two
NCAA Southeast Regionals
at Bacon Park.

Seventh straight PBC tournament title for men's tennis
Championships with a 5-0
win over USC Aiken on April
15 at the Newman Tennis
Center.
The
No,
2-ranked
With the win, the Pirates
Armstrong men's tennis advanced to face No. 4 seed
team defeated surprise title Columbus State on April 16.
participant andhost Augusta USC Aiken saw its season
State, 5-1, to capture its come to a close with an 8-10
seventh straight Peach Belt record.
Conference tournament title
Armstrong took a 3-0^
on April 17 at the Newman lead after sweeping all three
Tennis Center in Augusta.
doubles matches. TopThe
Pirates
(24-0) ranked Rafael Array and
ended the Jaguars' (16-8) Mikk Irdoja defeated No.
Cinderella run through the 16-ranked Gregory Andrade
men's bracket as Augusta and Bruno Orlandini, 8-3,
State, the seventh seed, at No. 1 doubles, while
was making its first-ever
Matus Mydla and Pedro
appearance in the PBC Scocuglia claimed an 8-5
Tournament championship win over Ben Klaas and Josh
match. Armstrong's current Rees. Eudaldo Bonet and
streak of seven straight Daniel Regan completed the
tournament titles began in doubles sweep with an 8-3
2005.
win over Juan Guglielmeti
The
Pirates
blanked and Lucas Gobbi at No. 3
USC Aiken and beat doubles.
Columbus State en route
The Pirates then won
to
the
championship. two quick singles matches
The men advanced to the to clinch the win over the
semifinals of the 2011 Peach Pacers. Top-ranked Bonet
Belt Conference Tennis beat Orlandini, 6-0, 6-1,
Sports Communications

at No. 2 singles, while No.
24-ranked Mydla downed
Klaas, 6-0, 6-1, at No. 3
singles.
The men's tennis team
then advanced to the 2011
Peach
Belt Conference
Championship with a 5-1
win over No. 13 Columbus
State on April 16.
Columbus State took
the role of spoiler to heart
early on as, in doubles; the
Cougars won the first six
games played among the
three matches. The No.
7-ranked duo of Gordan
Divljak and Christophe
Noblet sprung the upset
of top-ranked Array and
Irdoja, winning, 8-4, at No.
1 doubles, but the Pirates
rallied to take the other
two doubles matches and
move into singles play up
2-1. Bonet and Daniel beat
Pasqual Duttlinger and
Andre Mordhorst, 8-5, at
No. 3 doubles and Mydla
and
Scocuglia
bested
Filip Cojbasic and Martin
Shishkov, 8-4, at No. 2

doubles.
to defeat
The Pirates then won three Victor Cabellos
singles matches in straight and Victor
sets to clinch the match and Guimaraes,
earn the berth into the final. 8-6, at No. 2
Top-ranked Bonet bested doubles.
Divljak, 6-1, 6-3, at No. 2
Armstrong
singles, while No. 24-ranked then clinched
Mydla defeated Duttlinger, the match and
6-4, 6-2, at No. 3 singles the tournament
and No. 25-ranked Array title with
clinched the match with a three straight6-4, 6-2 win over Mordhorst set singles
at No. 4 singles.
wins. Regan
In the final match,
collected a 6-1,
Augusta State rode the
6-0 win over
emotion of the home crowd Jan Labas at
to take early leads in two of No. 5 singles,
the three doubles matches.
then 2011 PBC
Armstrong's duo of Array
Tournament
and Irdoja claimed an 8-0
singles MVP
win over No. 13-ranked
and top-ranked
Sports Communications
Henrique Boturao and
Bonet beat
Junior Eudaldo Bonet was named player of the year at
the PBC annual awards brunch April 16 in Augusta.
Bernardo Fernandes at No.
Botruao, 6-0,
1 singles, but the Jaguars'
6-2, at No.
into the 2011 NCAA Division
Maxime Couloumb and
2 singles. No. 4-ranked
II Tennis Championships
Jenner Stevenson knocked
Irdoja clinched the match
and will be next in action
off B onet and Regan, 8-6,
with a 6-2, 6-3 win over No. hosting one of two NCAi\
at No. 3 doubles. 2011
22-ranked Fernandes at
Southeast Regionals on
PBC Tournament doubles
No. 1 singles.
May 1-3 at Bacon Park in
MVPs Mydla and Scocuglia
The Pirates earned the Savannah.
rallied from a break down
Peach Belt's automatic berth

Tennis sweeps PBC awards
Sports Communications

The Armstrong tennis
squads swept the annual
Peach Belt Conference
awards, announced on
April 16 at a brunch during
the 2011 PBC Tennis Cham
pionships in Augusta.
Senior Alida MullerWehlau was named the
2011 PBC W omen's Tennis
Player of the Year, while
freshman Barbora Krtick
ova claimed freshman of
the Year honors and head
coach Simon Earnshaw was
named the PBC's Coach of
the Year.
In addition, three players
earned All-PBC singles first
team honors — Muller-We
hlau, Krtickova and Alek
sandra Filipovski — wh ile
Tina Ronel earned second
team honors. The doubles
duo of Muller-Wehlau and
Krtickova earned All-PBC
doubles first team honors
and the duo of Ronel and
Kathleen Henry earned
second team honors.
Muller-Wehlau is the No.
5-ranked singles player in
the nation. The 2008 PBC
Freshman of the Year and
now four-time first-team
All-Conference performer

was 17-3 at FJo. 1 singles
for the Pirates. She did not
drop a set in 10 PBC singles
matches this season and
was 7-3 against nationally
ranked competition. A se
nior from Flensburg, Ger
many, Muller-Wehlau be
gan her season last fall as
the ITA Division II singles
champion. She was equally
impressive in doubles play,
claiming the ITA 'Super
Bowl' doubles title with
partner Krtickova.
She
continues the rich history
of AASU women's tennis by
extending the
school's streak of Player
of the Year honorees to 12
straight years and 16 of t he
past 17.
In her first season of col
legiate tennis, Krtickova
rose to a No. 11 national
ranking where she current
ly resides. A native of Nove
Mesto Mad Metuji in the
Czech Republic, Krtickova
was 20-2 in singles play this
spring, splitting her time at
No. 2 and No. 3 singles. All
11 of her Peach Belt wins
were by straight sets as
well as all 17 in dual match
es this spring. She was 2-1
against nationally ranked
opponents during the year
and equally impressive in

doubles play, claiming the
ITA 'Super Bowl' doubles
title with Muller-Wehlau.
Krtickova becomes the
third Lady Pirate in the last
four years to be named the
PBC Freshman of the Year.
Simon Earnshaw has
built a tennis dynasty in
Savannah with the threetime defending national
champions. The Lady Pi
rates have been ranked the
No. 1 team in the nation all
season long and won their
eighth straight PBC reg
ular-season title in 2011.
The Lady Pirates are also
the seven-tiihe defending
PBC Tournament champi
ons and are the No. 1 seed
in this year's event. Arm
strong once again ran the
table in the Peach Belt and
have not lost a match to a
conference school since
2003. The Coach of the
Year award is his fifth in a
row and ninth overall, he
has also been named the
PBC men's Coach of the
Year four times, including
this season.
Junior Eudaldo Bonet
was named the Player of the
Year, while freshman Pedro
Scocuglia was named the
Freshman of the Year. In
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Baseball 1-2 in series against USC Aiken Pirates' Plunde

Snorts fnm^.
:
Sports
Communications

Armstrong
sophomore
first baseman Chris Zittrouer's RBI double in the top
of the ninth gave the No.
20-ranked Pirates a 6-5
come-from-behind victory
over USC A iken in the first
game of a three-game Peach
Belt Conference series on
April 15 at Roberto Hernan
dez Stadium in Aiken, S.C.
The Pirates trailed 4-0
after the first three innings
against the host Pacers as
USC Aiken scored two runs
in each of the second and
third innings.
Armstrong plated two
runs in the fifth inning on
an RBI single by Michael
Price and an RBI single by
Drew Walker to cut the lead
to two. Each team plated a
run in the sixth inning, and
the Pirates tied things up in
the top of the seventh with a
pair of runs — on an error by
Pacer second baseman Matt
Key and a bases-loaded walk
to Alex Frederick, but lost a
chance to take the lead with
the bases loaded as a drive
off the bat of Price hit the
base runner Frederick be
tween first and second, end
ing the inning.

The Pirates had a chance
to go ahead in the ninth 'on
back-to-back doubles by
Mike Barnhill and Josh Pur
vis, but Barnhill was thrown
out at the plate to keep the
game tied. Zittrouer then
followed with the go-ahead
double to right center, plat
ing Purvis and making the
score 6-5.
Senior Jonathan Fulghum
came on in the ninth and af
ter giving up a leadoff walk,
set down the next three Pac
ers to earn his first save of
the season. Fulghum saved
it for Chris Base, who settled
down after the early-game
jitters to go eight innings,
giving up 11 hits and five
runs, walking two and strik
ing out seven for the win.
USC Aiken reliever Joe
Tart gave up one run and
three hits in two innings,
striking out three to take
the loss for the Pacers.
Price collected two hits
and drove in two runs to
lead the Pirates at the plate,
while Zittrouer, Purvis,
Walker and Josh Heath
all had two hits as well for
Armstrong.
Stephen Carmon went
4-for-4 with a pair of stolen
bases to lead the Pacers.
The two teams wrapped

up the three-game
Armstrong Sports Trivia,"previews and more
Peach Belt Confer
Compiled by Brittany Hodges
ence series with
Sports.Inkwell@gm ail. com
a doubleheader
Armstrong Sports Trivia: Softball
on April 16. USC
Aiken got two solid
1. Who was named the 2011 PBC Softball player of
starting pitching
the
year?
performances on
2. Who leads the Armstrong softball team with
Saturday to sweep a
homeruns this season?
PBC doubleheader
from visiting No.
3. How long has Ted Evans been the head coach of
20-ranked Arm
the softball team?
strong. The Pacers
4. When did assistant coach Ashley Bain play for
won game one, 4-0,
Armstrong?
then took the series
5. Who currently holds the record for innings
with a 10-4 win in
pitched?
game two.
The Pirates fell
victim to a sharp
Sports Communications
Check your answers at the bottom of the page.
pitching perfor
Chris Zittrouer went to bat four times in game
two against USC Aiken on April 16 in Aiken, S.C.
mance in game
one by the Pacers' Travis
his fifth home un of the sea
four.
McLeod. McLeod lim
In game two, the Pacers son.
ited Armstrong to just five
Scott Strickland took the
got five innings of five-hit,
hits in a complete-game
one-run ball from Derek loss for the Pirates in game
shutout, walking one and
Beasley, who walked one two, giving up eight hits and
striking out eight in the 4-0 and struck out four and left seven runs — thr ee earned
victory.
the game with USC Aiken — in 5 2/3 innings pitched,
Carmon continued his hot leading, 2-1.
walking five and striking out
hitting for USC Aiken by go
The Pacers broke the game five.
ing 3-for-4 with two runs open with a five-run sixth in
Jason Cochroft earned
scored in the first game, ning, sending 10 men to the his second save of the sea
while Walker led the Pirates plate and getting a two-RBI son for the Pacers for hurl
with two hits.
single from Teddy Leverett ing four innings of one-hit
Trent Landa took the loss and RBI singles each from ball, walking six and strik
for the Pirates in game one, JJ Loker and Josh Miller.
ing out two while giving up
giving up eight hits and four
Armstrong plated three three runs on the homerun
runs in seven innings, walk runs in the ninth on a three- by Walker.
ing one and striking out run homerun from Walker,

On the horizon

Softball drops two at PBC tournament
Sports Communications

The No. 22-ranked Arm
strong softball squad won
twice at the first day of the
2011 Peach Belt Confer
ence Softball tournament
on April 15, moving into
the winner's bracket final.
Whitney Galloway's solo
home run in the sixth in
ning gave the Pirates a 1-0
win over USC Aiken in Fri
day's first game, and then
Armstrong scored three
runs in the fifth to snap a
1-1 tie to defeat Georgia
College, 4-2.
Game one was a fantas
tic pitcher's duel between
the Pirates' Megan Barn
well and USC Aiken's In
dia Kornegay. Kornegay,
the PBC's Freshman of the
Year, held Armstrong with
out a hit until th&bottom of
the sixth inning, when Gal
loway lined a solo shot over
the center field fence to put
the Pirates up, 2-0.
Barnwell then set down
the Pacers in order in the
seventh to put the finish
ing touches on a two-hit
shutout to notch the win in
the first-round game. She
walked one and struck out
seven to pick up the win,
while Kornegay took the
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named the Freshman of
the Year. In addition, Bonet and seniors Mikk Irdoja and Rafael Array earned
first-team All-PBC singles
honors while sophomore
Matus Mydla earned sec
ond-team singles honors.
The doubles duo of Array
and Irdoja earned firstteam All-PBC doubles hon
ors while the duo of Mydla

loss for the Pacers, giving
up two hits and one run in
six innings, walking one
and striking out four.
In game two, each team
pushed across an unearned
run in the second inning to
make the score 1-1. Georgia
College's Brandie Monroe
scored on an RBI single
by Whitney Okvist after an
error by the Pirates' April
Jowers kept the inning
alive. Armstrong scored in
the bottom of the first after
Megan Quails singled, then
scored on an errant throw
on third baseman Lindsay
Conway.
In the bottom of the fifth,
the Pirates broke the game
open with three runs. With
the bases loaded and one
out, Lorin Ricketson hit
into a fielder's choice and
Shelby Duff scored on an er
ror by catcher Anna Parker
for the first run, then Keela
Scott drew a bases-loaded
walk to drive in another
run and Galloway followed
with a sacrifice fly to make
the score 4-1.
Georgia College's Shalisa
Shirley hit a solo home run
in the sixth and the Bobcats
had the tying runs on base
with two out in the top of
the seventh, but Barnwell

and Sfcocuglia earned sec 9-0 at No. 2. He was 10-1
ond-team honors.
against nationally ranked
Bonet earns his second competition including Fla
PBC Player of the Year gler's David Cotrone and
award in the last three sea FMU's Oshada Wijemanne,
sons as he also won in 2009. who were both ranked No.
Also named the Freshman 3 when they faced Bonet.
of the Year that season, he A three-time PBC Player of
is the No. l-ranked singles the Week, he lost only two
player in NCAA Division matches including the fall
II. A junior from Barce tournament schedule. He
lona, Spain, he was 20-1 becomes the third tennis
in singles play with an 11-1 player to be named the PBC
mark at No. 1 singles and Player of the Year more

Weekly Sports Recap
Baseball:

struck out Shirley to end east Region rankings.
the game and send the Pi
In the winner's bracket
rates into the winner's final in the morning, the
bracket final.
Pirates took a 1-0 lead on
Barnwell went seven in North Georgia as Temples'
nings and gave up seven RBI fielder's choice scored
hits and two runs — o ne Amber Janus in the third
earned — while walking inning.
two and striking out two to
Pirate hurler Barnwell
win his second game of the no-hit the Saints through
day. Haley Burnett took the the first five innings, but
loss for the Bobcats, giv in the sixth, a hit by pitch
ing up seven hits and four and a two-run home run
runs — one earned — in six by Natasha Willemse gave
innings, walking five and North Georgia the 2-1 lead
striking out two.
and eventually the win. It
Temples and Duff each would be the only hit Barn
collected a pair of hits in well would give up for the
the second game for the game.
Pirates, while Galloway
Jessica Coan picked up
drove in a pair of runs in the win for the Saints, giv
the games.
ing up five hits and one
The softball squad was run in seven innings, walk
eliminated from the 2011 ing three and striking out
Peach Belt Conference nine.
Softball Championships on
Barnwell was the hardApril 16, dropping a pair luck loser for the Pirates,
of g ames. Armstrong lost a giving up two hits and just
heartbreaking 2-1 decision the one run in six innings,
to No. 3 North Georgia in striking out nine.
The Pirates then
the morning, then lost 14-3
to Augusta State in an af matched up with Augusta
ternoon elimination game. State in an elimination
The Pirates (30-12) await game. Augusta State
word of a possible at-large jumped all over Armstrong
berth into the 2011 NCAA early with four runs in the
Division II Championships. first inning — three on a
Armstrong was ranked third Kristen Jones three:run
in the latest NCAA S outh bomb. Armstrong got one

than once and gives Arm
strong their sixth award
winner.
Pedro Scocuglia did not
drop a set in nine PBC wins
this season. A true fresh
man from Bauru, Brazil,
he was 19-2 in singles play
this season, playing at the
No. 6 position. He won 13
matches to end the regular
season and his only loss of
his last 20 singles matches
came to Division I North

Softba,l:

Men's Tennis:

Women's Tennis:

Aprj| 15_vs.

USC Aiken W 6-5

April 15—vs. USC Aiken W1-0

April 15—vs. USC Aiken W 5-0

April 15—vs. Lander W 5-0

Aprj, 16_vs.

USC Aiken L4-0

April 15—vs. Ga. College W4-2

April 16—vs. Columbus St. W 5-1

April 16—vs. Clayton St. W 5-0

April 16—vs. North Ga. L2-1
April 16—vs. Augusta St. L14-3

April 17—vs. Augusta St. W 5-1

April 17—vs. Columbus St. W 5-1

April 16—vs. USC Aiken L10-4
Apri, 19_vs. Augusta St. W 3-1

back in the
second in
ning on an
Janus RBI
single, and
the score
would stay
that way
until the
fourth in
ning when
the rains
came.
After a
three hour
and 10
minute rain
delay, play
resumed
and Au
gusta State
pushed
across a
run in the
Sports Communications
fourth on a April Jowers was name d 2011 Peach Belt Conference
Jones RBI Softball player of the year on April 14 at the PBC annual
awards banquet.
single. The
Pirates cut the lead to 5-3
two and striking out three.
with a pair of runs in the
Hilary Martin took the loss
bottom of the fourth, but
for the Pirates, giving up
Augusta State scored three 15 hits and 14 runs — nin e
runs in the fifth and six in
earned — in six innings of
the sixth to close out the
work, walking five.
contest.
Jowers went s-for-6 in
Heather Hughes picked the doubleheader to lead
up the win for the Jaguars, the Pirates at the plate,
giving up eight hits and while Janus had three hits
three runs — two earned and two RBIs in the pair of
— in six innings, walking games.

Florida.
Scocuglia was
equally impressive in dou
ble play, going 15-6 overall
with partner Matus Mylda
and named second-team
All-Conference. Scocuglia
continues the tradition of
young talent at Armstrong,
becoming the fifth straight
Pirate to win the award
and ninth overall in the 15
years the award has been
presented.
The 2008 and 2009 na

tional champions, the men
are ranked No. 2 in the
nation, but have beaten
the first, third, fourth and
fifth-ranked teams in the
nation this season. The
Pirates ran the table in
conference play once again
and have not dropped a
match to a PBC team since
2005.

Armstrong Sports Trivia Answers
1. April Jowers was named 2011 PBC softball player
of the year.
2. Shelby Duff has hit seven homeruns this season.
3. Ted Evans is in his seventh year as the head coach
of the softball team.
4. Ashley Bain played softball for the Pirates from
2006-09.
5. Katya Eronina holds the record for innings pitched
with 218.
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April 26: The Department of Art, Music and Theatre presents "University Percussion Ensemble and Jazz Combo" at 7:30 p.m. in Fine Arts
Auditorium
April 28: AMT presents "As You Like It" at 7:30 p.m. in Jenkins Theater. The play runs through May 1. Sunday, the performances are at 3:30 p.m.
The Campus Union Board presents singer Chrisette Michelle in concert at 7:30 p.m. in Fine Arts Auditorium.

Toms Shoes founder Mycoskie markets mystery box
By Booth Moore
Los Angeles Times
MCT

Toms Shoes founder
Blake Mycoskie is one of
my favorite Angelenos, if
you can call him one, as he
spends so much of his time
traveling on shoe drops in
South America and Africa
and giving speeches about
his One for One business
model (for every pair of
shoes sold, a pair is donat
ed to someone in need).
I caught up with him over
tea at his Santa Monica,
Calif., office recently, and
eventhough I had to use my
BlackBerry, I wanted to take
a picture of his wonderfully
wacky optfit. He was wear
ing a nubby Edun cardigan
with pants he picked up at a
market in Nepal and carry
ing his journal, purchased
at the San Telmo market in
Buenos Aires.
He was also wearing
Toms, of course, from the
latest collection, inspired
by the journals and images
left by activist Dan Eldon,
the young photographer
who was killed in 1993 cov
ering the war in Somalia.
(The shoes have a finger
print-print, which Mycosk
ie took from Eldon's pass
port.)
It's appropriate that My
coskie looks a little like a
guru, because thousands
of people from Seattle to
Tampa and points between
followed him Tuesday in
spending a day without

shoes to raise awareness
for those who do not have
a choice.
AOL employees, includ
ing Arianna Huffington,
went barefoot, and so did
the Dallas Cowboys cheer
leaders, Charlize Theron
and Russian model Anna
Vyalitsyna. It was quite a
turnout, especially consid
ering the brand isn't yet 5
years old.
Mycoskie recently com
missioned studies to mea
sure the effect of the mil
lion-plus pairs of shoes
that Toms has donated
worldwide. Not that he's
anywhere close to complet
ing his goal of stamping
out foot diseases that can
spread from the ground to
bare feet. To that end, on
June 7, he's announcing a
new product that will guide
the next phase of growth
for his business.
But he's keeping that
product shrouded in mys
tery — li terally hidden in
a box, which he presented
to an audience for the first
time last month while giv
ing the keynote speech at a
South by Southwest confer
ence in Austin, Texas.
I tried to play 20 ques
tions with him. Is it big
ger than a breadbox? Will
it sell at the same stores as
Toms shoes? Is it a prod
uct in the fashion space?
But he wouldn't budge. He
says his staff doesn't even
know what it is. He asked
retailers to purchase the
product sight unseen. "If

they open the box and don't
think (the product) is a fit
for them, they can send it
back to us," he said. "And
I do believe it can be sold
in 50 percent of our stores,
and that it will open up new
doors, and new places. Our
first big retail account was
actually a furniture store,"
he pointed out.
The plan for June 7 is to
distribute 200 of the mys
tery boxes to influential
people around the world,
and to have them open
the boxes simultaneously,
which could be exciting,
considering the folks with
whom Mycoskie keeps com
pany — such as Bill Clinton
and Morgan Spurlock. Un
til then, we'll just have to
keep guessing.
From a fashion perspec
tive, it's incredible how
many people are wearing
Toms, which seem to be
almost as popular as flipflops. In June, the sum
mer collection will land in
stores, with a very coollooking crochet style. And
for fall, Toms has collabo
rated with the Row on a
collection of shoes designed
by Mary-Kate and Ashley
Olsen.
"The great thing about
their line is that they make
unbelievable basics, which
sell incredibly well at some
of t he same stores we sell,"
Mycoskie said. "So to take
their amazing cashmeres
and Italian wools and put
them on a classic Toms
style, it seemed like it made

Blake Mycoskie, founder of TOMS Shoes, poses on his 45-foot sailboat in
Marina Del Ray, Calif.

sense. And they feel like
butter on your feet."
The core fall Toms collec
tion, however, has a more
lofty inspiration: great
mentors and teachers. "I
saw 'Waiting for "Super
man,"' and I started think
ing with that film and some
of the things the Gates
Foundation is doing, that

education could be the next
climate change," Mycoskie
said. "Not that we don't
have a long way to go on
climate change still, but I
believe education will be
the next chatter of pop cul
ture."
So he asked Toms em
ployees to team with their
favorite teachers and model

fall shoes for a photo shoot.
Mycoskie's favorite teacher
is pictured in the look book:
Jim Woodruff, his theology
teacher from senior year of
high school. The shoe de
signs play off the education
theme, with an academiclooking herringbone, and
a print that reads "dare to
teach."
Mycoskie is also putting
the finishing touches on
his first book, titled "Start
Something That Matters,"
out Sept. 6. "It's the No.
1 question I get asked: 'I
have an idea, how do I get it
started?' And I think I have
some ideas to help people
with that," he said.
Part of the book is about
challenging people — to
volunteer at a homeless
shelter, start a nonprofit
or start a giving program at
their for-profit business, he
explained. "It's not only an
entrepreneurial book, it's
personal."
The book also makes a
case for simplicity — sim 
plicity in design, message
and in how you live. "Peo
ple are addicted to stuff,"
said Mycoskie, who lives
on a houseboat to keep his
stuff in check. "They think
they can't live without it.
But intellectually, they also
understand how not having
a lot of stuff to keep, and
take care of, lets you lead a
more free life."

Gamer's corner:
Responsibility, gaming not enemies
By Mike Choromanski
Layout.Inkwell@gmail.com

To some, gaming is a
casual distraction — a
well-deserved hour of " Call
of Duty" or "Madden" to
relieve stress after a tough,
week or something fun to
pass the time on weekends.
Yet, for the hard-core
gamer who always must
have either a mouse in his
hand or a button at his
fingertips, the hustle and
bustle of college life can
cut deep into a gamer's
schedule.
Keeping up with classes,
jobs, friends and loved ones
while indulging in a solid
40 hours of gaming a week
is a challenge, but it's not
impossible.
With the right amount
of time-management and
responsibility,
balancing
your real life with your
virtual life can be as easy as
a fighting a tutorial boss.
One of the most arduous
tasks that takes time away
from gaming is keeping up
with classes. With the new
restrictions on HOPE about
to go into effect, the stress
of earning good grades has
never been higher. Gaming
and studying do not have to
be bad bedfellows, however.
You j ust need to know how
to balance the two.
The most important rule
to follow when attempting
to harmonize studying
with gaming is budgeting
time wisely. Plan your
time around studying and
budget for a few hours of
post-homework gaming to
reward yourself.
If you play multiplayer
games that require frequent
coordination with several
people at certain times
like "World of Warcraft"

or "Halo," plan your
gatherings around when
you will be able to study. If
the friends who you game
with regularly share similar
academic interests and
don't live on the other side
of t he planet, it might even
be a good idea to build good
study habits together. Try
getting a bunch of friends
together to form study
circles as well as gaming
circles.
For those skilled at
multitasking, it's even
possible to play video games
and study at the same time.
As fans of first-personshooters
are
painfully
aware, there are always a
few annoying minutes of
waiting between matches
online.
Instead of sitting around
shouting obscenities about
your Internet connection
and other players' moms,
try reading a textbook or
studying your notes while
waiting for the next round
of carnage.
Try to take in as much
information as you can,
then see how much you can
remember when the game is
over. If you can reproduce
all your knowledge then
you're on the right track.
If .you can't, it might be
necessary to go back and
look at your notes one more
time.
For slower-paced games
like "Final Fantasy" and
other role-playing games,
try gaining two types of
experience at once by
taking out your sociology
notebook and memorizing
a few vocabulary words.
Sometimes
the
best
choice of all, as painful
and blasphemous as it may
seem, is to simply put the
controller down, pick up

1

a book and get your work
done.
When one is completely
swamped
with
tests,
papers and assignments,
the only option is making
the responsible choice and
hitting the big, scary "off'
button.
There's no better feeling
for the college gamer than
relaxing to your favorite
game after acing a huge
test.
Another challenge college
students face is juggling one
or more jobs in addition to
school.
Any overworked student
knows
this can be a
monumental task, and
sneaking in enough time for
gaming may be tricky.
As before, knowing how
to budget your time is
still the most important
rule when balancing work
with gaming. Although no
two jobs are exactly alike,
there are some universal
strategies the employed
gamer can execute.
One way of s atisfying the
urge is waking up early.
While this may sound
painful, waking up in the
wee hours of the morning
to play your old console
favorites can be rewarding
and peaceful.
No one else is awake to
cause a disturbance, and
the extra time to get ready
in the morning ensures a
timely arrival to work. This
will help quench a gamer's
early morning thirst for
carnage and adventure.
Habitual gamers can also
squeeze time to play into
their schedules during the
workday when the time is
right, but since it is hard for
most people to bring their
large consoles to work,
portable gaming devices

Rick Neas/MCT

really shine.
Try taking a Gameboy
or a Nintedo DS with you
to work so you can whip
out "Pokemon" on your
lunch break and raise your
Charizard up a couple of
levels. Puzzle games like
"Tetris" and "Bejeweled"
are fun stress-relievers
during the workday.
Another difficult aspect
of college life is finding
time for those who matter
most. Sure, they may not
have the same appeal as
the heroic characters that
parade around slaying evil

monsters, but they're still
your loved ones.
Making time for family
may be tedious, but it
can be a surprisingly easy
process. It doesn't take a lot
to show that you care, and
the simplest gestures go a
long way.
The next time you are
playing a game on the
computer,
try
talking
on Skype with a family
member.
Or perhaps the next
time
you're mindlessly
scrounging for experience
points, take the time out to

call a parent or old friend
and ask them how they're
doing.
Of course, there is always
the option of physically
visiting your family when
the gamer is able to earn
enough free time.
The
obligations
of
college students can be
overwhelming, but with
a little time-management
and planning, there's no
reason any gamer to has to
sacrifice his or her favorite
thing — hours and hours of
electronic entertainment.
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'Scream 4' treads parody territory
Rv
Ar><ln>.I
By Anrlpour
Andrew .1
J. Andrulewicz

Let's be honest. By now,
"Scream 4" director Wes
Craven has deserved all ac
colades he'll ever receive
for being a legendary hor
ror film director. The hor
ror of mass murder and
the possibility of anyone
dying gruesomely at any
given time was captured
so effortlessly in the first
Scream that it has been
placed on the lofty shelf
next to "Nightmare on Elm
Street" by some enthusi
asts.
The first two installments
of the "Scream" series were
a triumphant return for a
genre that appeared as life
less as one ofiFreddy Krueger's many victims. Follow
ing the dreadful "Scream
3," however, expectations
for any fourth film would
be understandably mixed.
Too many sequels have
proven time and time again
that if something is copied
enough, it loses quality,
and the series was fresh
off a true dud with its third
movie.
"Scream 4" promised to
be a reboot of a new trilogy
that would return to the
serious cliche-chattering
roots that made the first
two movies such a critcal
and commercial success.

Unfortunately, iparketing
schemes and trailers cor
roded all hope for the lat
ter, by advertising the film
more like a parody than a
horror flick.
That's precisely what this
film turned out to be.
References
to
other
horror films pepper the
dialogue. On top of this,
widespread use of Apple
products by the characters
makes the movie seem like
one massive commercial.
Like past "Scream" mov
ies, the characters find
themselves in the predica
ments for which they had
mocked horror film char
acters. This time the movie
takes itself so lightly it ap
pears to embrace every cli
che it uses to the fullest.
The movie comes off as
self-conscious of its own
absurdity and seems to
want that to be the one ele
ment the audience remem
bers. The movie even be
gins with one of the worst
film cliches in the book.
Two characters hear a
knock at the door after
receiving a threatening
phone call. One assures
the other that it's a prank
and opens the door, only to
find no one. Then, some
one who just happens to be
in the house jumps out of
nowhere and stabs the girl.
Shocking.
This Was part of a moviewithin-a-movie-within-a-

Dimension Films/MCT

Neve Campbell prepares to fight off a Ghostface in "Scream 4."

™

Dimension Films/MCT
David Arquette, left, and Courteney Cox return to the screen to play a married couple in Wes Craven's "Scream 4."

movie beginning that tells
us "Scream 4" is anything
but serious.
The plot essentially is
this: since the original tril
ogy, Sidney Prescott (Neve
Campbell) has been a busy
bee. She has written a selfhelp book to work through
the trauma she experienced
following the murders of
the first trilogy. Now on
her book tour, she stops in
her hometown of Woodsboro on the anniversary of
the "Stab" series' inception.
Fifteen years after the first
massacre, the attitude of
the town's teenagers show
a prominent difference.
Teens treat the anniver
sary as something to be
proud of, even going as far
as planning a "stab-a-thon"
to watch all seven movies
in one night to celebrate
the massacre. They also
decorate Woodsboro with
Ghostface masks. In a for
mulaic plot we all expected,
Ghostface resurfaces and
starts a new killing spree.
Characters Gale Weathers
(Courtney Cox) and Dewey
Riley (David Arquette) re

turn as well. In an attempt
at humor, the writer and
director failed to give Gale
any redeeming qualities.
The way she sauntered
about emasculating Dewey
made me wish her charac
ter would die.
The old cast was joined
by a younger class, consist
ing of Jill Roberts (Emma
Roberts), • Kirby
Reed
(Hayden Panettiere), Char
lie Walker (Rory Culkin)
and Detective Hoss (Adam
Brody). None of them take
anything seriously until
the murders begin to occur
in the present day.
The meat of the movie is
sweet in flavor while still
bloody. While extremely
violent, I admit to getting
a sadistic satisfaction from
watching characters drop
to a gory demise.
Although watching the
movie can be a good time
once we get past the dull
exposition, it nevertheless
failed to engross me to the
point where I felt terror.
While the first movies
in the series shattered ac
cepted horror-film cliches

and turned them against
jaded, audiences, "Scream
4" seems only too happy to
embrace them.
Sandwiched between two
molding slices of bread—
the dull beginning and
lukewarm conclusion — the
plot is good fun for anyone
well versed in horror films
who wants something sa
distically lighthearted in
which to indulge.
Just don't expect any real
terror, suspense or mental
stimulation on your end.

•••
Rating: 3 out of 5
Distributed by Dimension
Films
Directed by Wes Craven
Starring Never Campbell,
Courtney
Cox,
David
Arquette
and
Emma
Roberts
Rated R for strong bloody
violence, language and
some teen drinking

Adaptation creates wide divide between novel and film
"Atlas Shrugged: Part I"
ries very hard to be politi
cal. T he problem isn't that
t doesn't succeed — the
iroblem is that it dods.
Thebig-screenadaptation
>f Ayn Rand's novel follows
>usiness executive Dagny
raggart (Taylor Schilling),
riellowed in comparison to
band's protagonist. Taggart
ries to salvage her family's
rain line using a new metal
illoy invented by manufac:uring giant Hank Reardon
Grant Bowler) and the oil
produced by mining tycoon
Ellis Wyatt (Graham Beckil).
The novel came out in
L957, so it's obvious that
:he movie would need to
update th,e story — trains
mst aren't as important for
aassenger travel as they
ased to be.
To make Taggart Trans
continental a feasible com
pany in the far-flung year
af 2016, the first five min
utes of the movie exist only
to explain that trains are
indeed cool once again and
that we should love them.
It's not that trains aren't
neat. It's simply that five
minutes of stock-and-mock
news footage makes me feel
like I'm watching a docu
mentary on gasoline shoitan *n~
ages in the i97os
tro history course.
Paul Johansson directed

"Atlas," and through his
loving care the movie re
tains all of Rand's heavyhandedness. The conclaves
of
scientists,
workers'
unions and government
seem to be entirely created
from the scum of the earth.
I know I wouldn't trust any
scientist who looks like
Armin Shimerman.
Johanssen also picked
himself out to play John
Gait, the over-man des
tined to lead the world back
to pure, tax-less capitalism.
While Gait is almost nonex
istent as a character in the
narrative by the time the
movie ends, what we do see
of him seems profoundly
un-Galt-like. Gait was sup
posed to be handsome and
charismatic. All I s ee is the
abusive, poorly-shaven fa
ther from "One Tree Hill."
A romance of capitalism a
drunkard does not make.
Johansson also fails to il
lustrate Rand's description
of a dystopian world.
In the novel, the world
was a desperate place with
crumbling nations. In the
movie, it's shiny, bright
and, if not for an explicit
statement of how badly
off the world is, the viewer
would never know anything
is wrong.
Bowler is the shining ac
tor in the film. Every scene
with Reardon screams vic
timization. The audience
is aware that society has
singled him out for his suc
cess. Bowler's expression

Stay
Entertained
in Savannah
THINK music

'Atlas Shrugged' carries more message than acting
By F. Reese Shellman III
News. Inkwell @gmail.com
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shows' mild confusion and
detached determination in
most of his scenes, leaving
him looking like the only
sane man in the world.
It's almost enough to con
vince you Rand was right.
However, the other char
acters are actually carica
tures of standard members
of society — if it was turned
on its head. Politicians
who actually listen to their
constituents are villains,
and concerned scientists
are suddenly reasonless
barbarians. The only char-

acters that aren't entirely
outlandish are Francisco
D'Anconia (Jsu Garcia),
the one character who is
supposed to be freakishly
larger-than-life, and Ed
die Willers (Edi Gathegi),
whose entire manner seems
too stoic to be Dagny's
right-hand man.
Johansson's
treatment
of the disappearing execu
tives is another jarring ef
fect in the movie. When
ever someone leaves with
Gait, the screen becomes
gray, and their names are

typed across, as though the
entire movie was seen on
a computer. This isn't just
out of place, it's genuinely
distracting.
Rand's motto "Who is
John Gait?" swiftly throws
the movie-viewer off bal
ance whenever it appears.
The characters spout the
phrase whenever they can
find occasion and always
precede the phrase with
a pregnant pause. It's as
though the actors are try
ing to push the emotional
heft of the movie into a
three-second space, There
is not an instance in the en
tire movie when they actu
ally succeed.
If you are a fan of Rand's
message, then "Atlas" gives
bang for the buck. If you
aren't, then you will likely
be turned off to the mov
ie's talking points, which
hit the viewers like Acme
anvils dropped by Wile E.
Coyote.

2.5 out of 5 stars

Distributed
by
Rocky
Mountain Pictures
Directed by Paul Johans
son
Starring Taylor Schilling,
Grant Bowler and Paul Jo
hansson
Rated PG-13 for some sex
uality

On Thursday, April 21,
at 8 p.m. Anthony David
performs at Muse Arts
Warehouse on Louisville
Road. All proceeds
benefit non-profit youthdevelopment organization
All Walks of Life. Tickets are
$20.
Also on Thursday, Popheads
and General Oglethorpe and
the Panhandlers perform
atTheWormholeon Bull
Street. Time and cover to be
announced.
On Friday, April 22, at 8
p.m., Brad Lauretti performs
at The Sentient Bean on
Park Avenue. Lauretti is a
folk musician who usually
performs with his sister
Jessica in the duo act, This
Frontier Needs Heroes.
Suggested donation is $5.
Also Friday, at 10 p.m.,
Captured By Robots
performs at The Jinx on
Congress Street. Captured
By Robots is a band led
by JBOT, a man who built
and programmed robots to
perform music. Tickets are
$20.
On Saturday, April 23,
at 7 p.m., Iron and Wine
performs at Trustees Theater
on Broughton Street. Tickets
start at $145.

On Friday, April 22,20th
Century Fox releases "Water
for Elephants." During the
Great Depression, poor vet
erinary student Jacob (Robert
Pattinson) falls in love with
circus star Marlena (Reese
Witherspoon.) The obstacle
to their relationship is that
Marlena is married to the
circus boss.
Also Friday, Lionsgate
releases "Tyler Perry's Madea's
Big Happy Family." In the
movie, Madea organizes a
family reunion to reveal a
long-hidden family secret.
Also Friday, at 10 a.m., Carmike 10 on Eisenhower Drive
screens "Deep Gold 3D."The
movie is about a champion
diver who finds herself in
the middle of a government
conspiracy.

THINKArt
On Friday, April 22, at 6
p.m., Desotorow Gallery
presents the opening
reception for Redux. In
celebration of Earth Day,
the exhibit consists of works
created from re-used and
recycled materials. This
event is free and open to the
public.
#
On Saturday, April 23, at 4
p.m., Savannah Urban Arts
Festival continues with a live
concert. T he event ends with
Vinyl Appreciation night on
Sunday, April 24.The event
continues until A ll events
take place at Muse Arts
Warehouse on Louisville
Road.
Also Saturday, at 10 a.m.,
Savannah Fine Arts on the
River festival takes place at
River Street Inn. This event is
free and open to the public.
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Jazz tribute honors Ellington's birthday
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CRIME | FROM PAGE 1
activated his vehicle's blue
lights and police siren.
However, the driver did not
stop.
Woods made several more
attempts to stop the driver
before he was stopped be
hind the Enmark gas sta
tion at Apache Road and
Abercorn Street. The driver
then switched seats with
the female passenger and
gave the officer false iden
tification. The officer then
learned the driver was driv

tl'y'•%/!©} ?

Mornlngstar of Savannah
12315 largo Drive
Savannah, G A 31419

The Savannah Jazz Orchestra performs its annual Duke Ellington tribute in the Fine Arts Auditorium April 17.

no-parking zone while the
female went over to an
other parked vehicle before
returning to the passenger
side of the driver's car. The
driver then proceeded to
drive in the wrong direc
tion down the street.
Woods drove to the end of
the parking lot and turned
on south Science Drive to
attempt to stop the driver.
Woods first attempted to
stop the driver in front of
Windward Commons, and

w#wi

ing on a suspended license.
The driver was subsequent
ly arrested for driving the
wrong way on a one-way
road and driving on a sus
pended license.
The vehicle was left in the
care of the driver's female
passenger at his request.
Crime blotters are com
piled from university police
incident reports.

912-509-0991

.
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The JamiCy of Super J-Carris
Orsini

Pontoon Boot Rentals
Kayak Rentals
Charter fishing
Kayak fishta

Come and enjoy the water!

AVouCdCike t o thank the JAASU GjospeCChoir
facuCty JAdvisors Lottie Scott, LouroncCa
McCrary and Dr. MichaeC Snow den
JAndaCC those in attendance at the
CjospeCChoir Concert for their prayers and
financiaC support
for Super J-farris as he BattCes
:BiCiary ^Atresia!
QodBCess you aCCl
www.Baaware.org
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. Apartment for rent

Vacancy, l bedroom,
kitchen, bath. Utilities in
cluded with cable, private
entrance, patio. $6oo/mo.
$600 security deposit. Near
Armstrong.
Call 912-925-4728.

» jr*

§

Room for rent

Room for rent in gated
Georgetown
community.
Tennis courts, pool, view.
Preferably female student.
No smoking or drinking.
Christian home.
Call 912-308-1441.

